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Underlying physiology of fruitlet abscission
Natural Fruit Abscission
'June drop' represents the period of natural abscission (shedding of fruits)
Abscission is an internal mechanism regulated by the tree
Plant bioregulators
Enhance and promote earlier fruit drop -> augment the natural process

Benefits of a successful thinning program
Fruit size is determined within 50 days after bloom
cell division determines whether a fruit reaches its greatest size potential 
Earlier reductions in fruit size will lead to greater fruit size 
Optimizing crop value
The number of fruit that remain on the tree directly affects:
	yield

fruit size
Fruit quality
Return bloom 

Calculations of crop value at various crop load levels have shown that at very high crop loads, yield is very high but fruit size and crop value are low (Robinson, 2013)

When crop load is reduced to more moderate levels through thinning, then crop value rises dramatically even though yield is lower because fruit size is larger and has greater value. 

At some point crop value peaks when yield and fruit size are balanced and then with further reductions in crop load, crop value declines due to the lower yield not being fully compensated by larger fruit size

Managing crop load is a balancing act between reducing crop load (yield) sufficiently to achieve optimum fruit size and adequate return bloom without reducing yield excessively (Robinson et al., 2014).

Benefits of a successful thinning program
Labour cost
Labour availability
Benefits of a successful thinning program
For biennial bearing cultivar such as Fuji, Honeycrisp, and Northern Spy, it is important to reduce the crop sufficiently and early in the season to avoid reduced bloom the following year
How do thinners work?
The mechanism involved in fruit abscission and thinning are very complex
There remains uncertainty as to how thinners work within the tree and fruit
They appear to have different mechanism that ultimately lead to the same outcome
Modes of Action
Carbaryl (Sevin XLR)
A leading hypothesis is the carbaryl reduces the transport of nutrients and possibly plant hormones from leaf to the fruit or seed to abscission zone (Schneider, 1975; Williams and Batjer, 1964)
	Ethylene does not appear to be involved
There are relatively few data to support/refute this hypothesis
NAA (Fruitone L)
The role of ethylene is equivocal as some data indicates NAA stimulates ethylene while other studies do not
NAA may induce thinning by a temporary reduction in photosynthesis 
NAA (an auxin) may reduce auxin synthesis and/or transport from the fruit to the abscission zone (Bangerth, 1981, 1982)
6-BA (Maxcel, Cilis Plus)
	BA decreases net photosynthesis and increases dark respiration when temperatures are high (> 20oC) (Yuan and Greene, 2000)
	Decrease on overall photosynthate supply to the fruit, resulting in reduced fruit growth and competition amongst fruitlet

The Fruitlet Thinning Window
The thinning window is ~7 days between the period of 8 to15 mm fruitlet growth
It takes approx. 1 week for fruit to begin to drop after the first application of chemical thinners

Important factors that promote and supress response to chemical thinners
Promoters
Lower light conditions
Heavy bloom 
Cuticles of leaves formed under cooler periods are lead to greater absorption of chemicals 
Higher temperatures coupled with warmer temperatures (eg, high %RH)
High night temperatures 
Fruit set in clusters rather than singles


Suppressors
	Lower air temperatures reduced plant metabolism and activity

Light bloom
Highly tree vigour leading to maximal fruit growth before and after thinner application
Biennial bearing trees in their ‘off’ year


Chemical thinning action plan for 2019?

Given the cool and overcast weather to date, and probability of below average temperatures being forecasted into mid June by Environment Canada
	Use caution – especially with overcast conditions before and forecasted after applications
	6-BA and NAA are more temperature dependent than carbaryl
	Use 6-BA judiciously if low temperature conditions as Applications of 6-BA will be most effective when the maximum temperature on the day of application and for the following 2-3 days is 18°C or higher
	When thinning is required, start early with lower rates and repeat sprays as needed
	Thin Honeycrisp early to avoid biennial bearing and do not over cropping
	Look for open spray window(s) before 15 mm fruitlet size
	Consider using the fruit growth model to predict fruitlet drop
	Target sprays to where a majority of the fruit are (vertically) within the canopy
	Leave some untreated control trees, so you can discern how much natural drop has occurred
	If the cool temperatures persist well into June, lower cell division may lead to smaller fruit size at harvest





